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Abstract 
Modeling and converting way of PWM-switch is a simple way in modeling and converting PWM of DC-DC convertor in a 
continuous space state. The main advantage in presentation of this way is the adaptability and simple usage of this way in 
comparison with other ways. The main idea in this paper is the replacement of switches with their time-averaged models. Also, 
this way presents a way in which convertor model created the same result of status space average way considering the non-linear 
effects. At first, the total principles is gained for determining the switch in which the branches flow and nodes voltage is  
proportionate with average amount of voltages and main flows. In teaching how to use this way, we can find out that this model is 
able to consider the agitation effects and components of second-order equation which lead to being non-linear that this fact can be 
used in circuit-based simulation. This model is a strong tool that can be used for simulating transient and lasting status. 
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1. Introduction 
Different papers have been written in PWM modeling of DC-DC that all of them suggest a method change for 
switch state convertors modeling. Here the change and modeling method is done via PWM method. The status space 
average method is introduced in reference part. One of the weak points of this method is the need for long 
computation to gain state average equations which is gained by equivalent circuit model. In this paper, the equivalent 
circuit model is part of the convertors which can be used directly. Equivalent circuit method presentation is 
presentable for a few numbers of different topologies. We want to create a unique method which can be modeled the 
whole PWM DC-DC convertors. The method should be found by checking the convertor circuit that this model 
should be able to be simulated in a simulation tool like SPICE that can analyze different analyses such as stable 
status, transient status, and small signal. 
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 The aim of this paper is the presentation of a modern method. For instruction of PWM-switch modeling to show 
the convertors function in a continuous space state. 
2. Introducing PWM-switch model 
 
To introduce this model, we use the references [2], [4] and [5]. In this we used the introduced method in [4]. the 
original figure of convertors haven't been used here rather some alteration is done on them and our aim is to use 
PWM-switch for more intricate convertors. Convertors structurally fall into different columns:  
1.  Convertors with separated switches 
2.Convertors with connected switch first-order 
3.  Convertors with connected switches second order and superior 
The explanation of this part is allotted to two parts: instruction of PWM-switch model. And application of PWM-
switch model in buck convertor. 
2.1. PWM-switch model instruction 
Figure 1 show four dc-dc convertors and they are: Buck, Boost, Buck-Boost, and Cuk convertor. These 
convertors have an active and non-active switch which has the duty of turning on the switch in convertors. Here the 
active switch is controlled by an outer control signal. Active switch is mainly a bipolar transistor or field effect and 
non-active switch is controlled indirectly and through switch status and circuit position that is mainly done by a 
diode. 
 
Figure 1. Into four basic PWM switches with the output signal to control signal 
The main idea of instruction is: as you see in figure one, these two switches can turn into three terminal networks, 
i.e., a, p, c that these terminals are called active, non-active and joint respectively. This three terminal network is 
called PWM switch. Assuming that all the elements are linear and only switch element is non-linear, we consider the 
non-linear conduct of convertor. In figure2, the general function of PWM switch in a continuous state with a definite 
voltages and currents of terminal is shown. Active and non-active switches function like a two-sided monopolar 
switch (SPDT). During the time period of , active switch is on and the non-active switch is off which in this state 
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the active terminal is an attached to joint terminal.  are a switch period,  is a coefficient of switch period that 
non-active switch works in a continuous space condition and is switching is an index of period which 
non-active switch acts in this direction in terms of continuous.  
Active and non-active switches function like a two-sided monopolar switch (SPDT). During the time period 
of , active switch is on and the non-active switch is off which in this state the active terminal is an attached to joint 
terminal.  are a switch period,  is a coefficient of switch period that non-active switch works in a continuous 
space condition and is switching is an index of period which non-active switch acts in this direction in 
terms of continuous. 
 
Figure 2. PWM-switch model 
The relationship among terminal instant currents is written below:  
                 (1) 
          (2) 
The same act is done for terminal instant voltage: 
        (3) 
         (4) 
To gain relations and for the analysis of average behaviour of a convertors, it is enough to investigate the average 
behaviour of PWM. The figure of terminal waves in a time period of  is the figure of instant waves. So the relation 
between terminal average currents is gained through (1, 2) relations. 
        (5) 
                        (6) 
And the relations between terminal average voltage is gained through (3,4). 
   (7) 
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                             (8) 
By using 5to8 formula, obtaining the PWM-switch model is easy. For simplicity, we omitted the sign of time 
average <>.the model of controlled voltage source acted and controlled source is shown via 5 and 7 relations. It is 
obvious that 8,6 equations are complementary equations. The PWM-switch model is completed by using 5,6,7,8 
equations, i.e., a source is completed via 5 and 6 relations and another via 7, 8 relations. These functions explicate 
the controlled current sources and controlled voltage one. It is impossible that two sources are of voltage type. 
Because uncertain currents get out of it .On the other hand, we can't use two current sources because the nodes 
voltage is unclear. 
 
Figure 3. averaged model of the PWM-switch 
 
2.2. The use of PWM model in buck model 
To show its usage and to substantiate the capability of switch model, we use the buck model in the figure 4. 
 
 Figure 4. Buck convertor 
The figure 4 shows the PWM-switch model of buck model. By using figure 3 in which the switches are replaced 
with PWM model. We understand of figure 4 that: 
                    (9) 
These expressions are the results which are seen in figure 4 for controlled sources. The average circular model of 
buck model which is shown in figure 4 is turned into PWM-switch circuit of figure 5. In this figure you see that 
controlled sources of current and voltage output instead of switch. The effect and action of switches and results 
ripple is not seen in the circuit but this circuit is still non-linear because coefficients of work proportion and state 
variants for PWM-switch model have been substantiated in expressions. 
State equations are easily obtained from the circuit of figure 5: 
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               (10) 
Another way to obtain state equation is the state space averaged way that it has been used well. In this way, state 
equations are averaged in time periods of and  and authentic results in average state equations are expressed. 
As you see the same equations are gained through PWM-switch model. So by using PWM-switch model, we get the 
same result in averaged circuit model of buck model. 
Totally, we can turn the convertors into the controlled voltage and current sources. In figure 6, switch changes 
have been shown by using PWM-switch for four kind of basic convertor.  
 
Figure 5. The switch conversions overall model with PWM method for four kind of basic convertor 
A specific case is the usage of PWM-switch model of equivalent series resistors (ESR) buck convertor along with 
capacitor and inductor equivalent series convertors is shown in figure7.after doing PWM-switch results, we can see 
the gained circuit in figure8 in which controlled current source  and controlled voltage source  are shown. Final 
expressions for controlled sources are:  
       (11) 
There is appoint here and it is that the voltage of two heads of active and non-active terminal in PWM switch is 
tantamount to input voltage Es. By using figure8 and11 equations, we have: 
(12) 
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To investigate the accuracy of the model, we gain state equations by using state space average formula. Here the 
set of state equations is gained by buck convertor along with ESR's:  
       (13) 
Here we see that there is a conceptual difference between12 and 13 equations which output in inductor current 
equation. 
 
Figure 6. buck convertor with equivalent series resistors (ESR's) 
 In 12 equation the coefficient is equal with where as in 13 equation this coefficient is . It is 
obvious that when ESRcapacitor or  is equal with zero, then two equations are equal. To explain this difference 
refers to 4 or 5 reference part. C capacitor which is serialized with another inductor is connect to active and non-
active terminal of PWM-switch and it absorbs a pulse of current that when ESR capacitor or  is equal with zero, 
the output instant voltage is continuous and only has a ripple voltage that for switching process at the 
moment of averaging is neglected. When capacitor has an ESR, the cross of pulse current from the inside of ESR 
leads to the increase of a square figure voltage wave on the terminal voltage that this voltage is germane to terminal 
voltage. To substantiate the accuracy of these equations we have to gain the original expressions of controlled 
sources that are state space average equations that by verifying the gained state equation of figure 8 circuit and its 
comparison with set of equations is obtained. Final results for and is so:  
(14) 
As you see when14 equations are used in figure 8 of equivalent circuit. This model in fact is the result of state 
space average circuit. It is desirable to find expressions by direct checking of convertor circuit in buck convertor 
along with equivalent series resistors, we can see from 14 equations that  are got from multiplying duty cycle in 
turn current of active in  time period. 
That in this interval active switch is closed and non-active one is open and  is equal with  inductor current. 
This procedure is right for . The voltage of two head non-active open switch is gained by using 14equation of  
of multiplying duty cycle in  input voltage.  
Noting that state averaging formula can average all the convertors which can be got by using sate equation 
definition in two interval of  and  in average equations calculation. In this way, the equations are checked in 
two sections: 1) DC constant term and 2) AC variant term. Assuming the small signal variations, the results in small 
signal equations are linear and the product of two ac terms is negligible that an equivalent circuit convertor is gained 
from these equations. These models have restriction in small signal variations state that usually only the input and 
output variables are obtainable.  
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Figure 7. Buck convertor model with controlled source and equivalent series resistors (ESR's) 
The advantage of this way is that we can easily replace a PWM switch without using small signal premises in 
circuit. The result is the use of equivalent modeling for gaining the big signal variations. All the current of branches 
and nodes voltage is accessible of circuit model. Small signal change function can be gained from model. This 
procedure is reliable just for continuous space state. When MOSFET is used as a non-active switch instead of diode, 
the convertor can act two-sidedly that this action is controlled by duty cycle disagreement with active switch and act 
constantly in a continuous space state. 
3. Conclusion 
Instruction of PWM-switch modeling is a simple way that uses the circular elements (controlled current and 
voltage sources)and control DC-DC convertors of PWM style modeled in a continuous space state. PWM-switch 
model like the gained model from extended state space formula has similar results, stressing that this model is easier 
than the obtained model of state space by far. State space averaging formula averages the convertor totally while 
PWM-switch modeling formula averages only the switches. However this way is more similar to real behaviour of 
convertor. Meanwhile because this convertor is obtained by evaluation of convertor circuit, it enjoys a better grasp 
ability for learner. In instruction of PWM-switch model, there is the merit that because only switches are replaced by 
models, the model is proportionate directly with main convertor circuit. So the whole current of branches and 
convertor nodes voltage is proportionate with averaged amounts. On the other words, they aren't accessible directly 
from the model. The extended model based on the PWM-switch modeling can be used in every circuit based 
simulation tool. This model is called big signal non-
but being non-linear of duty cycle for the switch-turning process in a convertor model. Being non-linear of duty 
cycle of convertor for PWM way is the cause of doing circuit modeling easily. Agitation effects are considered in the 
model. Noting that the control PWM style and modeling structure based on this style the model can be used for 
simulation of frequency scope. All the main change functions like external impedances than internal ones, sensitivity 
or loop gaincan be extended from the model easily. This modeling stresses on the learner knowledge and enjoys a 
better grasp in comparison to models which are based on mathematical formulas. Since this model uses circular 
elements and also is according to convertor model presents a new structure and learner can perform a new style in 
each DC-DC convertor by using the adaptation principle and the learner himself or herself by observing the resultant 
circuit can insure its accuracy. 
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